






We were traveling 20 miles an hour in a
whiteout on what on a normal day was a two-
lane, one-way highway. ûe return drive from
Saginaw to East Lansing turned into a three-hour
trip as Dr. Rubén Martinez and I were caught in
blizzard-like conditions. Now why we found
ourselves in such a perilous situation is not the
point of this recollection, but rather a testament
to Dr. Martinez’s dedication to Michigan and its
populations. ûe agenda for the day included
several meetings with civic and community
leaders interested in learning more about the
condition of Latinos in Michigan and ÿnally a
meeting at Maria’s Mexican Restaurant. Dr.
Martinez had recently produced Latinos 2025: A
Needs Assessment of Latino Communities in
Southeast Michigan and was eager to share its
ÿndings. Community leaders at our lunch
meeting engaged Dr. Martinez with intriguing
questions as the snow quickly accumulated. We
did not leave until all questions were addressed
and, as usual on similar trips, we left copies of
Latinos 2025 along with the latest copy of NEXO,
the research newsletter that disseminated the
work of the Julian Samora Research Institute
(JSRI) at Michigan State University (MSU).
During his tenure as Director of JSRI, Dr.
Martinez dedicated every working moment to
expanding and disseminating research-based
knowledge on Latinos.

Dr. Juan Coronado

  In the midst of a widening social economic gap
produced by neoliberal policies and as a college
education became seen as merely a personal beneÿt
instead of a public good, Rubén O. Martinez, Ph.D. –
now Professor Emeritus of Sociology and Former
Director of the Julian Samora Research Institute at
Michigan State University—dedicated his academic
career to make higher education more accessible to
underrepresented communities, expand our knowledge
on inequality in communities and society, and
integrate the needs of communities of color into the
mainstream. At JSRI, he focused on Latinos, the
second largest and fastest growing major population in
the U.S. His expertise on the history and living
conditions of Latinos took him into communities
throughout the state, the Midwest, and the nation as
he shared his knowledge and advocated for structural
change and improved living conditions.

  Born in 1952, Rubén Martinez, a descendant of
families that settled the northernmost areas of New
Spain, grew up in northern New Mexico, where his
ancestors established agro-pastoral communities
alongside pueblos of Native Americans. Dr. Martinez
grew up working in rural settings where Hispanos were
the majority population. He worked on family farms
and ranches alongside his father, siblings, grandfather,
uncles, and cousins in Arroyo Seco, a small community
in Taos County, New Mexico. Little did that young
boy know where and how far life would take him.
  In January 1970, after completing the credit
requirements to graduate from high school, he and a
cousin went to work at the underground mine of the
New Jersey Zinc Mining Company in Gilman,
Colorado. ûey worked as miners until May, when
they returned to Taos to participate in commencement
exercises. After that he moved to Denver where he
worked in diýerent positions at Mountain Bell
Telephone Company, including driving an 18-wheeler
to distribute new company vans across the state. In
October 1971, he was inducted into the U.S. Army
and trained as an infantryman. In 1972, as the
Vietnam War was winding down, he was shipped to
Würzburg, Germany, where he served with the 3rd
Infantry Division until August 1973, and where typing
skills saved him from being sent to one of the units in
the hinterlands of Germany. He became the company
and then legal clerk for the Division’s 3rd AG
Administration Company. It was during this overseas
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deployment that he began to dream beyond his rural
origins in the Southwest and set the goal of attaining a
doctoral degree despite no one in his family ever
having attended college, and he had not yet selected a
speciÿc ÿeld or discipline of study.
  While working a series of jobs (convenience store
clerk, private investigator, and security oþcer), in
1976, Martinez earned a bachelor’s degree with
Distinction in Behavioral Science from the University
of Southern Colorado. Two years later, he received a
master’s degree in Sociology from Arizona State
University, and in 1984, a Ph.D. in Sociology with
specializations in social stratiÿcation and political
sociology from the University of California, Riverside.
  For the next thirty-eight years, Dr. Martinez worked
in higher education, raised a family, and humbly served
every community in which he lived. A natural born
leader, Dr. Martinez worked hard to become an expert
in his ÿeld of study while building relations across
university settings and surrounding communities. Dr.
Martinez began teaching as a graduate student at the
University of California, Riverside, and his career as a
professor at the University of Colorado-Colorado
Springs, followed by a sabbatical year at Pitzer College,
then the University of Southern Colorado and the
University of Texas-San Antonio, before arriving at
Michigan State University in 2007 as Director of the
Julian Samora Research Institute and Professor of
Sociology.
  As a senior faculty member and former faculty
governance leader, ACE Fellow, and senior
administrator, Dr. Martinez brought a unique vision to
JSRI and to the wider MSU community. His research
interests were subsumed by interests in land, labor, and

education, which he considers essential elements of
community sustainability. ûese included the recovery
of land ethics among Hispanos, diversity leadership in
higher education, institutional and societal change,
labor and changing occupational structures, education
and ethno-racial minorities, youth development,
Latino labor and entrepreneurship, and environmental
justice.
  One of the ways by which Dr. Martinez is set apart
from other scholars is in how he adeptly applies his
research in actual groundbreaking programs that bring
positive change to communities. At JSRI, Dr. Martinez
understood the challenges university students face and
the unit oýered several scholarships to graduate and
undergraduate students, including the P. Lea Martinez
Endowed Scholarship dedicated to the memory of his
late wife.
  After organizing a series of statewide summits
focusing on the issues facing Latino communities in
Michigan, he led the establishment of programs and
organizations dedicated to improving the well-being of
Latino and other marginalized communities in
Michigan, ûese include NCERA 216 (an interstate
education and research initiative focused on Latinos
and immigrants in the Midwest), MI ALMA, Éxito
Educativo, Diversity Assessment and Engagement
Program, and the North Star Alliance for Justice.
ûroughout his tenure at MSU he served on several
campus and community committees and boards,
including the Editorial Board of the MSU Press which
he chaired for several years. He also co-served as
Special Assistant on Diversity to President Samuel
Stanley as the campus sought to ÿll the newly
established position of Vice President and Chief
Diversity Oþcer.
  Perhaps one of Dr. Martinez’s greatest contributions
was the establishment of Michigan Alianza Latina para
Mejoramiento y Avance (MI ALMA; in English
translated as Michigan Alliance of Latinos Moving



Toward Advancement). MI ALMA focuses on
improving the welfare and well-being of Latinos in
Michigan by addressing the gaps between community
needs and service-delivery organizations and
institutions.
  It does this by building alliances for research and
resource enhancement to meet community needs in
the present and the future. MI ALMA has become
known throughout Michigan and gained the attention
of government oþcials who realize they can no longer
overlook the needs of Michigan’s Latino population.
  Dr. Martinez convened a taskforce that created Éxito
Educativo, a pathway to college program that teaches
Latino parents and students how to transition from
high school to college. ûe program was ÿrst delivered
in Lansing School District, empowering Latino
families interested in sending their high school
students to college. It has since spread to several other
locations across Michigan and has garnered interest in
other states as well. Dr. Martinez participated in the
delivery of the program and saw ÿrsthand the growth
and enthusiasm of the families as they prepared their
students for educational success. Today, the program is
delivered by Centro Multicultural la Familia in Pontiac
and is a model that can be used nationally.
  In responding to how the experiences and needs of
marginalized groups are overlooked in Michigan, Dr.
Martinez established and delivered the Diversity
Assessment and Engagement Program (DAEP) at JSRI.
DAEP was a certiÿcation program in diversity
leadership for mid- and senior-level administrators in
public, private, and non-proÿt organizations so they
could lead diversity competent organizations.

  During highly politicized times, Dr. Martinez 
spearheaded the Black/Brown Dialogues which 
consisted of three separate summits in which 
Michigan’s communities of color identiÿed the many 
issues they faced with the overall goal of harnessing 
their collective power to promote a more equitable and 
inclusive Michigan. Dr. Martinez brought together 
Latino, African American, Native American, and Arab 
American community leaders, faculty, students, and 
many others to work collaboratively on designing steps 
to build a better Michigan. ûe result of these summits 
was the establishment of the North Star Alliance for 
Justice (NSAJ), an organization which rises above 
group-centric interests and promotes collaboration 
among working and communities of color to achieve a 
more inclusive, equitable, and just Michigan.
  Currently, NSAJ promotes multicultural education 
as a way for improving public education for all 
students in Michigan.
  As a scholar, Dr. Martinez worked tirelessly to 
expand the body of knowledge of Latinos. Beyond 
dozens of professional articles, he is the editor of 
Latinos in the United States book series with Michigan 
State University Press. He has produced ÿfteen 
volumes, co-edited special issues of journals, and 
continues to produce new knowledge on Latinos in the 
United States. His own books include: as co-author 
Chicanos in Higher Education (1993), Diversity 
Leadership in Higher Education (2007), and A Brief 
History of Cristo Rey Church in Lansing, Michigan 
(2012); one edited volume, Latinos in the Midwest 
(2011); and two co-edited volumes: Latino College 
Presidents: In their Own Words (2013) and 
Occupational Health Disparities among Racial and 
Ethnic Minorities: Formulating Research Needs and 
Directions (2017).
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  At MSU, Dr. Martinez forged various partnerships,
such as the Quality Milk Alliance where he worked
with Drs. Ron Erskine, Andres Contreras, and
Lorraine Sordillo at MSU Veterinary Medicine. ûe
ÿve-year USDA-funded project focused on lowering
the incidence of mastitis on dairy farms, including
reducing the use of antibiotics in dairy cows. ûe
project pioneered the fusion of veterinary and social
science research approaches.
  Quite often, Dr. Martinez’ eýorts in the community
and university overlapped as he brought institutions of
higher learning closer to Latinos. In his eýorts to better
serve the university and communities, Dr. Martinez, in
partnership with the Michigan Food & Farming
Systems (MIFFS) and Lake Michigan College, led the
development of farm management courses for Latino
farmers. ûis cutting-edge initiative brought a wealth
of knowledge to a growing population of budding
entrepreneurs who contribute to Michigan’s food
production.
  Dr. Martinez gained a reputation for his hard work
ethic and for his commitment to make MSU more
equitable and inclusive while always pursuing the
development of new and impactful research. Whether
at MSU or in the community, Dr. Martinez became
synonymous with issues pertaining to Latinos and
social justice. Working with faculty, staý, and student
groups, Dr. Martinez was tireless in advocating to have
Latinos represented throughout campus and have a
voice in decision-making processes. Wherever Latinos
went unnoticed, Dr. Martinez challenged the
administration’s oversight and advocated for inclusion.

  During the Flint water crisis, Dr. Martinez and
community leaders advocated on behalf of Latino
communities that were ignored in communications
about the dangers of lead in the water. He knew MSU
could do more to address the lack of attention and
communication that existed between government
entities and the Latino community and worked with
leaders at WKAR to improve services to Latino
communities. Despite the many challenges presented
by institutional inertia and cognitive barriers, Dr.
Martinez did not back down in seeking to make visible
the challenges experienced by Latino communities.
  Aside from his weaving of community and scholarly
work, Dr. Martinez went above and beyond to mentor
students, staý, and colleagues. Student employees at
JSRI were not only supported in their education, but
they also learned research and oþce skillsets which
they could apply down the line. Staý and colleagues
alike learned from working with Dr. Martinez and
came out ahead from these interactions and
experiences.
  Today, we not only celebrate the retirement of a
professor and scholar, but we praise the scholar and
community leader who has deÿed the overwhelming
challenges imposed upon marginalized communities
throughout the Lansing area, Michigan, the Midwest,
and the nation. In retirement, Dr. Martinez continues
his commitment to the betterment of Michigan and
the nation and continues his lifelong work promoting a
higher social order on behalf of all humanity. He
continues to be active on numerous boards,
community projects, and research endeavors. His
grown children have shared this journey and continue
the pursuit of building better communities.
  Dr. Martinez’s down-to-earth mannerism aligned
with the struggles of Michigan’s marginalized working
classes while remaining true to his humble beginnings.
He is a true champion for social justice, democracy,
and equitable inclusion. He has never wavered in
representing the interests of those who are marginalized
in society while envisioning a better society for all. Dr.
Martinez will be known as a working-class hero, one
who could dine both with “paupers and kings.” ûank
you, Rubén, for showing us what the work of an
engaged scholar looks like and what it can accomplish
in the face of overwhelming odds.
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þe Board of Water and Light had the privilege of taking 12 local high school seniors on a
tour of our facilities. During the morning of the tour and interview day, the 12 high school
seniors (pictured above) were able to visit the Customer Service building, the Purchasing and
Warehousing Department, the Dye Water Conditioning Plant as well as the REOtown
Cogeneration plant. However, the student’s day was not ÿnished when we returned from the
tours. During the afternoon, these same 12 high school students interviewed for 1st STEP
positions here at the BWL. By the end of the day, these 12 high school students were very
excited about the next step in the 1st STEP program. 
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Looking for extra income?

Looking for extra work that won’t interfere with
your child’s home time?

üe Food & Nutrition department is currently hiring several
part-time help positions. üe position is challenging and fast
paced! Your day will ÿy by. Shifts are between 2-5 hours each
day and can be on an ‘as needed’ basis, if you prefer.

Shifts start around 9:00 am and end around 2:00 pm.

Apply online- https://us.sodexo.com/careers

Search Lansing MI or call our oýce (517) 755-2750

10 Cents a Meal is a state program that supports Michigan economy by directing more money — including
federal dollars — to Michigan’s food and farming businesses.

Lansing School District has participated since January 2021. It provides match incentive funds to Lansing
School District for participating in USDA Child Nutrition programs to purchase and serve Michigan-grown
produce for kids’ meals and snacks.

Since September 2021 Lansing schools has purchased over $100,000 in local produce.

  On behalf of the Sodexo Stop Hunger Foundation,
we are delighted to announce that WSK received a
one-time $1,000 backpack grant!

  Congratulations and thank you for playing such a
signiþcant role in securing funding for the food
insecure students in our Lansing community.
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  Sparrow Health System is proud to announce that it has received a major honor for its commitment to maintaining
a caring, respectful, and inclusive culture.
  Sparrow leaders accepted the Organizational DEBI Recognition Award from the Great Lakes Chapter of the
American College of Healthcare Executives, which provides educational programs, volunteering, and networking
opportunities for healthcare leaders throughout the state. ûe award highlights Sparrow’s inclusion eüorts and the
value we place on celebrating the diversity of our patients, caregivers, and the community.
  “Our DEIB initiatives would not be a successful without the unwavering support of our President and CEO James
F. Dover, our Board Members, and our phenomenal leaders and caregivers throughout the
system,” said Lori Simon, Sparrow’s Director of Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and
Belonging, who accepted the award on behalf of the health system.” At Sparrow, we
understand that Diversity is the mix (our caregivers), Equity is the systems and
policies that give underrepresented people a fair shot to succeed, Inclusion is the
strategy of ensuring that our caregivers feel welcome, are given a voice, and have
permission to bring their authentic selves to work, and Belong means our
caregivers are seen and their voices are heard.”
  At Sparrow, we have more work to do, but we have taken several steps to
bolster our diversity and inclusion eüorts and build a workforce that
represents the entire spectrum of our community. Over the summer, Sparrow
held its þrst graduation ceremony for our Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
Leadership Development Cohort. ûe cohort is built on the premise that we
can’t just look outside our organization to eüect change but must look at
ourselves. ûat starts by fostering development of diverse Sparrow leaders.

DEI LEADERSHIP COHORT
SHOWS SPARROW’S COMMITMENT



  ûe cohort provides meaningful development opportunities for high-performing and racially diverse caregivers who
met a variety of criteria. Several of our graduates have already been promoted to leadership positions and continue to
further their careers at Sparrow.
  Sparrow recently named Jared Coleman, a Kalamazoo native, as its newest James W. Butler III Administrative
Fellow. ûe fellowship is aimed at racially diverse candidates and created to address the need for diversity and inclusion
in healthcare leadership. It also honors the legacy of the late James W. Butler III, a respected Sparrow board member
and community leader who championed access to health quality care for the most vulnerable and led eüorts toward
the state’s þrst medical clinic for the homeless. Coleman decided to pursue the fellowship because it provided a unique
platform to explore healthcare, while making a direct impact within the system and community. He believes
development of progressive and compassionate leadership is crucial for current and future success. Coleman will work
closely alongside Sparrow senior leadership and caregivers over the next year to prepare himself for a career that aligns
healthcare operations, strategic planning & supply chain. Tolulope Adedokun, Sparrow’s þrst Butler Fellow, was
recently promoted to Manager of Patient Experience at E.W. Sparrow Hospital.
  Manuel García, who began work on a Sparrow grounds team and has risen to become a supervisor at Sparrow
Laboratories, has also been selected for the health system’s Outstanding Latino Caregiver Award. Manuel, whose
parents were born in Mexico, is the embodiment of the award, providing outstanding care to the community while
being an ideal role model for the Latinx community. He’s been at Sparrow for 22 years, starting out by helping to take
care of the Sparrow campus, then moving to Transport, then joining the nationally recognized Sparrow Laboratories,
where he currently works as interim Outreach Laboratory Supervisor. During the pandemic, Manuel was instrumental
in getting the Sparrow Laboratories Drive-ûru Site at Frandor in Lansing ready for COVID testing. 
  ûe Outstanding Latino Caregiver Award was established in 2016 by the Lansing Latino Health Alliance to
recognize talented caregivers at Sparrow and McLaren hospitals and to encourage members of the Latinx community
to consider careers in healthcare. Nominations are collected from the public and Sparrow caregivers and reviewed by a
Sparrow committee based on making a signiþcant diüerence in patients’ lives, exceeding expectations, and
demonstrating professionalism. Previous Sparrow recipients were Rosa Martinez, a Patient Access Specialist at
Sparrow Ionia Hospital; Amarily (Lily) Mendez Laporte, an Emergency Department Nurse at Sparrow Clinton
Hospital; Delores Mandujano, a Psychiatric Technician in Geriatric Behavioral Health; Irma DeGarcia, a Nurse in 6
West – Orthopedics; and Karen Rodriguez, a Visitor Assistant for the Patient Access
Department.
  It’s through these eüorts to increase diversity that we learn from one another and grow
as an organization. Sparrow also believes our dedication to promoting diversity
and inclusion in the workplace is why we are the employer of choice in the
Lansing area. Sparrow takes pride in being Mid-Michigan’s largest private
employer, with some 9,000 physicians and caregivers, providing excellent wages
and beneþts in a þeld that’s constantly growing and challenging. In fact,
Sparrow helps support families throughout Mid-Michigan through some
$800 million annually in wages, salary, and beneþts. Sparrow isn’t just
about doctors and nurses. We now have hundreds of job openings in
numerous þelds. You can þnd them at Sparrow.org/Careers.

To learn more about the diversity initiatives Sparrow is taking
to better reÿect the community we serve, visit

Sparrow.org/Diversity

Lori Simon,
Sparrow’s DEIB Director, accepts the
Organizational DEBI Recognition Award

Manuel Garcia, Sparrow’s Outstanding Latino Caregiver Award winner with Sparrow Health System Board Chair John Pirich
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 ûe theme of the current issue of Adelante was announced to its contributors as: “As we look towards the
future. . .,” an appropriate way and time to inform the community what our individual visions will be for the
new year; what innovations or new programs our individual organizations might be introducing in our
respective þelds.

 In that context the Lansing Latino Health Alliance (LLHA) takes the opportunity to remind readers of its
mission and vision and to announce plans for 2023.

To improve the health status of Latinos in the greater Lansing area by advocating for meaningful, eüective and
sustainable policy and systems changes.

 LLHA foresees the day when Latinos:

           •    have a voice on health issues and policies aüecting them
           •    have access to quality, culturally relevant healthcare without disparities and/or inequities
           •    are empowered and knowledgeable healthcare consumers
           •    enter healthcare þelds in increased numbers and skill levels

 In this new year, LLHA envisions sustaining actively its mission and striving to eüect its vision. Current
plans for 2023 include the following:

           •    LLHA’s annual Latino Health Fair, an opportunity to provide health screenings, checkups,
                 and inoculations at no cost to participants.
           •    Public recognition of “Outstanding Latino Caregivers” from the two local hospitals will continue.
           •    Discussions with the Lansing School District have begun to collaborate on presentations and
                 workshops to stimulate Latino high school students’ interest in careers in medicine and healthcare.
           •    Continued collaboration with other local health organizations on the dissemination of
                 current health related issues
           •    Continued work of LLHA’s members on local committees and councils on health disparities
                 and inequities.
           •    A public celebration of Latino Health will be the centerpiece of 2023, marking the
                 20th anniversary of the founding of the Lansing Latino Health Alliance.

ÿe realization of these plans will be detailed through the community as they are developed.



  Every three years a health survey is done in Ingham and several surrounding counties.. ûe information collected
helps health organizations and providers get a pulse reading of the health, health risks and trends of the population at
large and of its various communities.

  In each cycle special eüort is made to have speciþc racial/ethnic communities participate widely in the survey to
help ensure that information received is statistically suýcient to determine their health status. ûis year, for example,
considerably more members of the Latino / Hispanic community and of one other community will be contacted than
in previous years to take an active part in the survey. Widespread participation in the survey will help provide a more
accurate understanding of the community’s health needs and status.

WHAT
  ûe Survey is called the Capital Area BRFS (Behavior Risk Factor Survey) and is a local version of the data system
used by the U.S. Center for Disease Control (CDC) to help them and local health departments track local health
patterns, plan health programs, implement disease prevention and health promotion activities.

WHO
Information provided for the BRFS is collected and funded collaboratively by health departments and organizations in
Ingham, Clinton, Eaton, Gratiot, and Montcalm Counties. Advantage Research of Grand Rapids is hired to conduct
the Survey for them. Representatives from Advantage Research will conduct a phone survey in the above counties.
ûeir calls will come from the company’s survey phone numbers in the 616 area code.

WHEN
  ûe survey phone calls will be made in March and April of the current year.

WHO CAN PARTICIPATE
  To participate in the Survey respondents must be 18 years or older.

SURVEY LANGUAGE(S)
  ûe Survey will be oüered in English and Spanish

TIME REQUIRED
  ûe Survey usually takes 15 – 20 minutes.

YOUR PARTICIPATION can help answer the question about the status of Latino health.
 Please participate when the Advantage Research Team calls you.
 Phone calls will be made to cell phone numbers.
  Remember, the call will come from the 616 area code.
 You can choose to do the survey in English or Spanish.
 When they call state your language preference.

      Answer the questions to the best of your ability.
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PARA LAS POSIBILIDADES QUE ANTES PARECÍAN
INALCANZABLES. EL CÁNCER ES UN COMIENZO.

En el Karmanos Cancer Institute en McLaren Greater Lansing, proporcionamos
atención oncológica cerca de casa. Ofrecemos lo último en tecnología y

tratamientos oncológicos de vanguardia, en donde nuestros especialistas le dan el
apoyo que necesita en cada paso del camino para darle su mejor oportunidad

para avanzar.

SU MEJOR OPORTUNIDAD.
1-800-KARMANOS KARMANOS.ORG
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Seamless,
secure project

facilitation.

            BRDPrinting.com
tel 517.372.0268 | fax 517.372.4922
912 W. Saint Joseph, Lansing, MI 48915

From pre-press/graphic design and printing, to bindery
and mailing — your project is in-house and under control.

Seamless,
secure project

facilitation.
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